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PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 1/22/18 –FIRE DESTROYS MOBILE HOME

A spectacular early morning fire destroyed an unoccupied double-wide mobile home and
damaged an adjacent single-wide mobile home in Butler on Monday 1/22/18 in the 2800
Block of McVicar. The NACFD1 received a report of a structure fire at 5:04 AM and
responded with the Fire Chief, a Battalion Chief, two engine companies; two pumpertenders; one water tender and two support vehicles. Upon arrival, Fire Chief Wayne Eder
assumed overall command.
A total of 19 firefighters responded including five NACFD1 volunteer firefighters. The
following agencies provided support to the incident:
•
•
•

City of Kingman Fire Department (One Battalion Chief and one engine company)
Unisource
River Medical/AMR

The cause of the fire is under investigation with no additional information available. No
injuries were reported.
“The fire occurred in an area with limited fire hydrants and all water was shuttled to the
scene via NACFD1 water and pumper tenders. A safe, aggressive attack by the first two
engine companies was able to confine most of the fire to the building of origin with
damage to a neighboring structure and a small brush fire ignited” (Eder, 2018)
Photos of the fire will be provided later today. Information on the cause of the fire will be
released upon preliminary completion of the investigation.
For additional information, please contact Chief Eder at NACFD (928)757-3151.

Dr. Wayne L. Eder*
Dr. Wayne L. Eder, MFI, EFO, DBA
Interim Fire Chief
NACFD 1
(928)757-3151
firechief@northernazfire.com
Photos by NACFD1 Photographer Bob Sodaro.
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